the daily stroll

keeping up with the trends is a walk in the park (TM) with our daily blog from the editor of The Daily Stroll,
the original online magazine devoted to designer maternity/infant/toddler goods
NOVEMBER 03, 2006
Teacher's Pet
Teachers work so hard and I think some of the

hardest working ones are the daring souls who
take care of our preschool age children! I am
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thinking of getting a small gift for Ruby's

teacher for the holidays. She deserves it. I

mean I can't even imagine how she gets coats

on 10 two year olds, or picks up breakfast and
lunch and snacks after 10 kids and always

manages to give Ruby a memorable, fun day
and send her home to me not smelling like

humor

cafeteria soup. Astonishing.
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I found the perfect little item for Miss C. at Alli's
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Originals. I think these silver necklaces are

perfect for anyone and the apple is my new

favorite. I love the little charms, you can add as
many as you like, wear one alone, it's up to you
and your mood that day when you peer into

your jewelry box. For moms on the go like me
you don't even have to take them off you can
wash and wear all day long, sleep in them
without them being too chunky and most

importantly have a personalized charm close to

celebrity

your heart.
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My pick for best teacher gift is the Teachers
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Love Necklace. Get it at www.allisoriginals.com

